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It is shown explicitly that if only the zeroth Landau level is occupied by electrons in strongly
magnetized neutron star matter in β-equilibrium, then both the proton and neutron matter sectors
become spin symmetric. Whereas, the study of Pauli para-magnetism of neutron matter sector
shows that such a scenario is physically impossible. It is also shown that in dense stellar hadronic
matter in β-equilibrium in presence of strong quantizing magnetic field, with σ−ω−ρ exchange type
mean field interaction and with the inclusion of magnetic dipole moments does not allow electrons
to occupy only the zeroth Landau level.
PACS numbers: 97.60.Jd, 97.60.-s, 75.25.+z
The study of dense stellar matter in presence of strong magnetic field, which is one of the oldest subject of physics,
has gotten a new life after the discovery of a few magnetars, which are believed to be strongly magnetized young
neutron stars [1, 2, 3, 4]. The surface magnetic field of these exotic objects are observed to be ≥ 1015G. It is then
quite possible that the field at the core region can go up to 1018G. Although the origin of such strong magnetic field
is not known till today, the studies on the effect of such strong magnetic field on various physical properties and
processes in neutron stars particularly at the core region are extremely interesting and important fields of research
in nuclear astrophysics as well as in high energy astrophysics [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Not only that, the general relativistic
studies of such objects have also got some importance [11, 12, 13]. The studies of physical properties of magnetically
deformed stellar objects with general relativity are found to be extremely interesting.
An extensive studies have already been done on the equation of state of strongly magnetized neutron stars [5, 6,
9, 10]. The effect of strong magnetic field on the physical processes, e.g., the weak reactions and decays have also
been studied in neutron star matter [7, 8]. As a consequence the cooling rate of neutron stars by neutrino emission
also change significantly in presence of strong magnetic fields. It is also found that the effect of strong magnetic field
on all these physical aspects of neutron stars become most prominent if the charged particles (e.g., electron, proton,
etc.) occupy only their zeroth Landau levels.
Now it is known that the maximum value of Landau quantum number occupied by electrons at zero temperature
is given by
n(e)max =
[(µ2e −m
2
e)
2eB
] (1)
where [ ] indicates the integer part only. Obviously, this maximum value is a function of both magnetic field strength
and density of stellar matter through µe, the electron chemical potential, me and e are the corresponding rest mass
and the magnitude of charge. Here we assume the gauge Aµ ≡ (0, 0, xB, 0), so that the magnetic field B is along
x-direction and is constant. Then it is very easy to show, that for electrons, this quantity becomes zero if B ∼ 1017G
in dense stellar matter of astrophysical interest.
The aim of this article is to show that if the magnetic field in a neutron star is high enough so that the electrons
occupy only their zeroth Landau level, then there will be a serious problem on the existence of predicted spin symmetric
neutron and proton components in dense neutron star matter. We shall also show that the same conclusion is also true
for interacting hadronic matter with non-zero magnetic dipole moments of the constituents, including the anomalous
magnetic moment of neutron. In fig.(1) we have shown how n
(e)
max = 0 value for electrons depends on the strength of
magnetic field and density of stellar matter. The curve in this figure indicates n
(e)
max = 1 for electrons as a function
of magnetic field strength and matter density. The space above the line is for n
(e)
max = 0, whereas below this line, all
possible non-zero allowed values. The curve therefore separates the region where only zeroth Landau level is populated
from the region where other non-zero Landau levels are occupied by electrons.
To sketch the curve as shown in fig.(1), we set n
(e)
max = 1 then it is very easy to show that
µe = me(1 + 2hf)
1/2 (2)
where hf = B/B
(e)
c and B
(e)
c = 4.41× 1013G, the quantum mechanical limit of magnetic field strength for electrons
(this is the typical strength of magnetic field at which the value of cyclotron quantum for electron exceeds the
2corresponding rest mass energy). Hence we can write down for the electron density assuming that they are moving
freely within the system
ne =
eB
2π2
n(e)max(=0)∑
n=0
(2− δn0)(µ
2
e −m
2
e − 2neB)
1/2 = np (from charge neutrality condition) (3)
Again the proton density is given by (here also for the sake of simplicity we have not considered interaction)
np =
eB
2π2
n(p)max∑
n=0
(2− δn0)(µ
2
p −m
2
p − 2neB)
1/2 (4)
where µp and mp are respectively the chemical potential and the mass of proton. Now substituting eqn.(4) into
eqn.(3), we can solve numerically for µp for a given B. Then assuming β-equilibrium condition, we have µn = µp+µe,
the neutron chemical potential. We assume that neutrinos / anti-neutrinos are non-degenerate, i.e., leave the system
as soon as they are created. Then using the relations
nn =
(µ2n −m
2
n)
3/2
3π2
(5)
for neutron density. We have nB = np + nn, the total baryon number density.
Now in neutron stars the dynamic nature of chemical equilibrium among the constituents is mainly controlled by the
following weak interaction processes (URCA and modified URCA processes [14]). These are also the most important
cooling processes by neutrino / anti-neutrino emissions and are given by
n → p+ e− + ν¯e
p+ e− → n+ νe (6)
Now from the solution of Dirac equation for electrons in presence of a quantizing magnetic field it can be shown that
when only the zeroth Landau level is occupied by electrons, all the electrons Will be aligned in the opposite direction
to the magnetic field. Then we can write down the following relations from the condition of dynamical chemical
equilibrium
µp↑ = µp↓, µn↑ = µn↓ (7)
with
µn↑ = µp↑ + µe↓
µn↓ = µp↓ + µe↓ = µp↑ + µe↓
Here we have indicated the direction of polarization of electrons by ↓. Which simply means that both the proton
and neutron matter sectors are exactly spin symmetric. Although neutrinos / anti-neutrinos are assumed to be non-
degenerate, they must carry the spin signature of the processes in which they are produced. This scenario of neutrino
/ anti-neutrino emissions are almost identical with the famous experiment by C.S. Wu using polarized Co60. The
only difference is that here instead of polarized nucleons, we have polarized electrons, which are either absorbed or
emitted by the nucleons. To show, that the spin symmetric picture of both neutron and proton sector in a strongly
magnetized neutron star is physically impossible we investigate the Pauli para-magnetism for neutron component.
We are not considering the proton matter, since they may occupy some of their non-zero Landau levels and as a
consequence the quantum dia-magnetism of proton matter may dominate over the Pauli para-magnetism. Now it is
very easy to show that the total neutron number density in the relativistic region is given by
nn =
[2µ∗nB(2µ
∗
nB + 2mn)]
3/2
6π2
(2x3/2n − 1) (8)
where µ∗n is the magnitude of neutron anomalous magnetic dipole moment and
xn =
ε2n(B)−m
2
n
2µ∗nB(2µ
∗
nB + 2mn)
, (9)
εn(B) is the single particle energy for neutron in presence of the magnetic field B, which is given by
εn(B) = {m
2
n + xn[R3/2]
−2/3(ε20 −m
2
n)}
1/2 (10)
3where ε0 is the value of εn(B) in absence of magnetic field. Now we define
R3/2 =
1
2
[2x3/2n − 1] (11)
then the density of up-spin neutrons is given by
n↑n(B) =
nn
2
x3/2n [R3/2(xn)]
−1 (12)
and similarly for the down-spin case we have
n↓n(B) = n
↑
n[1− x
−3/2
n ] (13)
Now for x = ∞, which corresponds to field free case, then we have n↑n = n
↓
n = nn/2, which indicates that both up
and down spin neutron states are equi-probable. On the other hand for x→ 1, we have n↑n(B) = nn and n
↓
n(B) = 0,
where this limiting condition indicates the complete saturation, the corresponding strength of magnetic field is given
by
Bs =
1
2µ∗n
[{(6π2nn)
2/3 +m2n}
1/2 −mn] (14)
and the single particle energy for neutron in the saturation limit is given by
ε(s)(B = Bs) = [2
2/3ε20 − (2
2/3 − 1)m2n]
1/2 (15)
In fig.(2) we have plotted n↑n and n
↓
n for various values of baryon number densities having astrophysical relevance. We
have obtained the corresponding magnetic field strength from fig.(1). In these studies, since we are interested only
on those electrons occupying the zeroth Landau level, we have taken B from fig.(1) slightly above the n
(e)
max = 1 line
(= 2.5×B of n
(e)
max = 1 line). This figure shows that within the range of densities and magnetic fields of astrophysical
relevance, neutron matter sector can not be spin symmetric (n↑n 6= n
↓
n).
We shall now go over to interacting picture of hadronic matter. We assume a σ − ω − ρ exchange type mean field
interaction scenario. Then the chemical potentials are given by
µp = ǫ
p
f + gωω0 +
1
2
gρρ
0
3
µn = ǫ
n
f + gωω0 −
1
2
gρρ
0
3
µe = ǫ
e
f (16)
where ω0 and ρ
0
3 are the mean values for vector and the third component of iso-vector fields respectively, gi’s are the
corresponding coupling constants (i = σ, ω and ρ). Assuming the non-zero values for the magnetic moment for the
constituents, the Fermi energies ǫif ’s (i = p, n and e) are then given by
ǫpf =
(
pp
2
f + ((m
∗2 + 2eBν)1/2 +∆pspB)
2
)1/2
ǫnf =
(
pn
2
f + (m
∗ +∆nsnB)
2
)1/2
ǫef =
(
pe
2
f + ((m
2 + 2eBν)1/2 +∆eseB)
2
)1/2
(17)
where m∗ = mn − gσσ0, the nucleon effective mass, ∆i’s are related to the magnetic moments of the components,
including the neutron part, si = +1 and −1 for spin up and spin down cases respectively. If we neglect the anomalous
magnetic moments, we get back the results as presented for the non-interacting case, with bare nucleon mass replaced
by the effective mass. In that case it is again very easy to show that the spin symmetric neutron-proton matter can
not exist inside a strongly magnetized neutron star. On the other hand in presence of (anomalous) magnetic moments,
either we must have
µp↑ 6= µp↓, µn↑ 6= µn↓ (18)
instead of eqn.(7), or ∆p = ∆n = 0 to satisfy eqn.(7). It is obvious that this inequality is not consistent with the
β-equilibrium condition. On the other hand the assumption of zero (anomalous) magnetic moments is against the
4established quantum mechanical results. Hence in this case also the possibility of spin symmetric neutron matter or
proton matter is questionable.
We therefore conclude that if the magnetic field strength inside a neutron star is such that the electrons occupy only
the zeroth Landau level and are in β-equilibrium with neutron and proton components, then the necessary conditions
of spin symmetry are not satisfied. Alternatively, we may conclude that the magnetic field strength can not go beyond
1017G, so that electrons occupy only their zeroth Landau level.
5FIG. 1: The curve separating only zero Landau level occupied region and non-zero Landau level occupied region for electrons.
6FIG. 2: Variation of neutron number density n
(i)
n (expressed in terms of nn) for a spin either parallel or anti-parallel to the
external magnetic field B, with the baryon number density nB (expressed in fm
−1). The upper curve is for n↑n and lower one
for n↓n. In this case electrons are occupying only their zeroth Landau level.
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